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This scenery was developed at the end of last year and it has since been released to the simmers community. The above screenshots were taken during the beta-testing phase.The scenery is already at a
stable version and each scene is scalable. This means that you can choose whether you want to take the scenery as-is or add-on or remove objects. All objects are included and it is a medium size scenery for
which many online retailers will have the scenery available for download.The scenery features:-More than 2400 buildings-Full Decal Package (over 700 unique airside and ground decals, including runway and

apron markings, airport signs, cockpit windows, overhead signs, runways, taxiways and approaches, control tower and tower cabins, control tower radars, airport bridges, airport control center, terminal
buildings, navigation and landing aids, airside lighting and lots of type-specific objects including World War 2 & WW2-era models, airport and airline logos, aircraft, ground vehicles, ground vehicles, road
vehicles, lakes, bridges, indoor scenes and many many more)-Fully dynamic runways and taxiways(Panoramic FirstPerson visuals with both the ATC tower and a separate Navaids tower view)-All runways
have runway colors (IATA ICAO and IATA Private user friendly colors). Update : Some newer airports have been released since the beta version but I have not tested them. If you encounter a bug, let me

know, but this is not a final version. Features : I try to add more features but I'm not a programmer, so I have to ask for help from some people. If you know any others way to add features, don't hesitate to
propose it. Warning : For the moment, this is the only aircraft that can use the jetways. It may not be the case for the others in the next versions. So, please, no bug report about jets disappearing because of

the jetways. Fixes : Some crashes may occur because of a bug in the original plane animation files and the custom jetways. I have fixed them.
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one of the problems with this project is that the traffic is rather dull and you can only spend a few
hours making it. thats why this project is being split off into two. you'll need to remove the airport

from the main project and copy the files to the folder in the second project. in the past, i've
downloaded the latest version of the fsx liveries project from the internet and placed it in the

project folder. unfortunately, this could have been a risk to the whole project, so i've created a
script that checks for the appropriate version of the airport and automatically downloads the

correct version. for this project, the airport is downloaded from two different locations. for my use,
i've chosen the official website of the airport and the version provided by zibo airlines. for the rest
of the community, i've chosen the version provided by the fsx liveries project. the airline's website
and the fsx liveries project provide a single airport, which is composed of several files. these files
were given different names. in the fsx liveries project, the files were given the same name, but a

different extension and placed in a different folder. in the airport's website, the files are given
different names and placed in different folders. the files were given different names, but with the
same name. in the fsx liveries project, the files are placed in the same folder, but with different
extensions. the airport's website provides one folder for each file, and the extension is.xml. the
scenery causes me broken jetways in other airport scenery. it bothered me for a while. finally

solved by searching for jetway in the community folder. i saw that ebbr had more hits than other
airports. switched several times between whether or not this scenery. removal did not result in any

more broken jetways. i hope there will be an update soon. the rest of the scenery is good.
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